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Chapter l 
ORIENTATION TO THE STUDY 
Due to the ever increasing skills of the p.la.yers, 
the game of basketball has become more competitive every 
year. J3ecause o.f this, greater attention must be given to 
basic skill techniques required to play the game .. 
In a basketball game, three areas are conside:~.--ecl 
crucial: shooting, defense, and rebounding.. For a team 
to defeat its opponent, it is essential to control at 
least two of these three areas& l 
!~-~~~1-:.Q,O.se _<? .. :L !:!1e Stud;z 
The purpose of this study '1/las to observe rebound-· 
ing tendencies as related to the area on the basketb;_lJ.l 
floor where a shot was taken a.nd the direction which the 
rebound traveled .. 
THE PIWBJ..£r1 
Basketball statistics showed that missed shots pro-
vicle for more possession changes than by any other :factor., 
Thus , offensive and defensive re bou.nding mu.st be g:i von 
l ··-sta·cement by Richard Edwm;d.s ~ personal :Ln.te:rview, 
June 30, 19'71., 
1 
considerable attention in coaching.,2 ·Bush3 felt that 
basketball teams that were able to dominate rebounding 
play win nine-tenths of their games. Since rebounding 
is an important element in winning, it would help to know 
the probable angles by which rebounds carom off the rim 
4 and backboard. Rebound angles depend upon the spot on 
the .floor from wherethe shot was taken, from where it 
hit the backboard or rim, and the arc of the shot .5 \'lith 
these elements considered, it was questioned as to what 
degree the actual shooting position influenced the :flight 
o.f the rebound. Did the position on the basketball floor 
from where a shot was taken af.fect where the rebound from 
tha:l; shot would fall? 
.:fgU?£E:!:.s:~l£~ . .. o~t~l~h~ .. Stu~ 
If a pat;tern was established. bet\11een the positim.i. 
2 
from which a shot was taken and the di:eection of the rebound, 
such a pattern might be a determining factor in Btrategy and 
technique usecl by the rebounder., If no pattern was estab-
lished, the shooting position would have little relationship 
to t-;he reb011~1d direction., 
By knowing the probable flight of·the rebound, 
defenses could be arranged to position the best rebounder 
in the area where the highest percentage of rebounds would 
fall. Gideon6 showed that bet\veen fifty to sixty percent 
of the shots taken from one side of the floor landed in a 
rebound area on the opposite side of the goal, suggesting 
that a zone defense might be arr~nged to consistently force 
the team with ·t;he ball to one side of the floor.. The 
strongest rebounder on the defensive team then played the 
position closest to the predicted rebound area .. 7 
This was also applicable to man to man defensee A 
scouting report analyzing the opponents and their offensive 
plays might aid in defensive assignments. These would be 
made in :r:·elation to where the offensive men mo·1.red du:cing 
their·pattern or direction of play .. 
3 
Data revealing specific rebound tendencies suggested. 
that players move immediately after a shot, directly for 
rebounds, and only concern themselves ~vith the blocking out 
of an opponent after they bact reached that area .. 
SCOPE AND DEI,Ir1ITATIONS 
§COJ?..~ .of_:t;h~. :Stud;r 
The basketball teams used for the study· included 
6JJonald L.. Gideon, "Locate the Shot and Control the 
Boards~" §~~j_:J.oJ.::.~..:.l!.~.2-C£§2h, 39:2 (October, 1969), p. 18o 
7Ib:Lc1., "' ___.., 
four progressive age and skill groups,includ.ing a high 
school sophomore team, a high school varsity team, a junior 
college team and a .four year college or unive:cs:Lty team~ 
Deli!!l.i~_attoEfl of the Studx 
This study did not include data from professional 
basketball games.. It was limited to the four previously 
mentioned age and skill levels.. In spite of this, a vride 
cross section of player ability was incorporated in the 
study and it provided a representative sample .. 
FollovJing the selection of teams, the types of shots 
to be recorded \•lere chosen.. Only two types were used for 
the study., These shots were the standard one-handed set 
shot and the one-handed ~jum1) shot o Both [~hots were similar 
in their delivery and both were taken facing the ba.sJs:et., 8 
Limitation.s __ _._ ..... _.,..._ ............ _. ·-
There were certain factors that al·tiered shot patte:cn.s., 
The nature of the offensive l)lays of the four teams observed 
as well as their opponent's styles of defense limited or 
increa.sed the munber of shots· ·t;aken ... 
This study (lid not take into consideration the arc 
used on each player 1 s r::hot.. ~Che rebmmd.s of .missed shots 
' 
attempted b;y a €~iven pla;yer tended t;o fo11ow a definite 
patterns d.epend:Ln,s on spin and trajectory o 9 Also, the 
8see Chapter 3 for the types o:f shots used in the study .. 
(). 
7 B?b Cousy and ~U'ra.rtk G .. Power, Jr .. , J3~JwJ;bp.lb_f9.~~9.~ 
~!?.£:.~~~QJ1lg}~~2. (:Boston~ Nam:l .. : Allyn l?c Bacon<; 19?0), p .. 105., 
5 
probable (listance traveled by a rebound is partially 
. 10 
determined by the arc of the shot.. This arc will differ 
slightly f'or each player included in the study~ ~~he arc 
\'lOUld be different for a 5'10" player as opposed to a 6' 10 11 
playe.r., ·The difference in height may not be measurable yet 
it could be a factor~ 11 Because of the difficulty in measur-· 
ing this aspect of the shot, it was not included. in the 
imlestigation .. 
THE HYPOJ~HESIS 
Due to the inconsistency in the literature rega:c-ding 
the position on the floor from \'lhich the shot was taken and 
its influence on the direction of the l'ebound, the following 
null hypothesis i.s presentE;d: There iB no reJ. ation.ship 
between the position on the basketball floor from v1here the 
shot; was taken and the d.irecti.on in vJbich the J:>ebound trav-
eled., 
DEFINITION OF' TERJVJS 
The fol].owing 1ir::rt of defined terms has been incJ.ucled 
to t::tid the reader in his unclerstanding o.f the investigation., 
Defensive Eebound. 
·---.. 0<4!·~ .. ...,~,.-a .... ......._,._,..,....._,.,..; .......... - ..... ~·~· 
~~ht) act oJ' ga.i.ninr-£ :possession of the bal1 after a 
10
wood.en, .2J2.?.-.. ~1:..t!., 9 p .. 2111· .. 
J ·r 
--'Statement by llicharcl :&1\'la.J:-d.B? J>OI'l30Ila1 intervievr, 
.April 6, 19'72., 
missed shot; by an opponent. 
F.12:.f&l:!_ of th_P~~.~_nd 
The direction the ball travels after it has hit the 
rim or the backboard. 
The act of gaining possession of the ball after a 
missed shot by a tea.mma.t~e. 
He bound 
6 
A rebound will be considered to be the flight of 
the ball that has hit the rim or rim and backboard after 
\ 
a shot and p:-coceeded to travel to a certain spot on the 
floor., 
The location o:c position on the floor frorn where 
tb.c:: shot was taken .. 
In rel.'::J.tion to the basket;, t;b.e sid.e of the floor 
from where a shot was ta.J.c<:m,. 
In rela.tion ·tio t;he basket~ -t.he opposite nJ.o.e of the 
· floor from v/1:tere a ::;hot \vaE> ta.J;:en., 
Chapter 2 
REVIE1Jl OJ? LITERNI'URE 
INTHODUC~·ION 
During a basketball game, the average fan is so 
aware o.f the shooter that he pays little attention to the 
fight for rebounds .. 1 This battle .for the rebound involved 
many basic skills that must be executed properly.. "The 
players who excell in backboard play are those who have 
spent hours developing the skills which make them great .in 
·. 2 
this department .. "-
It vmf> not until the addition of "big men" into the 
game, such an George Mikan and Bob Kurland, that people 
? lj.. 
became mvare of the importance of rebolmding .. - \'looclen 
-'c-hought rebounding to be so important that he stated, "the 
team tha·t cont:eols the boards usually contr·ols the gamee" 
. 
1vince Eld.red~ "After the Shot, 11 S9J2.<2:l?J?~.2..9.§t_ch~ 
37 !18 (October, 196?), Po 18€ · 
2J·err;y~ Bush "Rebounding u Athletic J·ourna.1 
L'CX:VIII:2 (October: 1957) t p .. 6: ··------·---~--~----' 
A 7 Gb.ar1es Iiuce 9 11 A Mechanical Analysis of Jv.mping 
·1· ~1 ·B··v··l-ei··1)·-ll 11 • h"l t. J J x·r~·v l (c• 1:; b lor:··) ••. , Jd.0.n .• , . a .. , Af.:.:....:..:.~-.....2.~:.E:~.:: 9 \. 1.L v : • .oep- em er, ;;c) 1 
p., Lj.l~., 
®> Ll-~fohn H .. wood.en. Practical f'lodern Basketball (New 
:tOJ~k: Honald Presn Go.,; ~[966)-;p:·-ri:ozr:-·--·-··--·-·"--·--
8 
Hobson5 considered rebounding more important than any other 
f'undamental skill. Gideon, 6 Allsen,7 and Huberty8 all com-
mented in their studies that board control usually spelled 
game control. 
LITERATURE ON THE SKILL AliD 
TECBl'l"IQUE INVOLVED WITH RFJ30UNDING 
Authorities appeared to be in general agreement on 
the mechanical phase of rebounding.. Luce 9 and Davis10 sug--
gested certain aids for de.fensive rebounding.. They indicated 
that a player should take a position when the shot is released 
so he could see his man and the ball on the ·backboard.. Afte:c· 
the ball had been located, the player could then turn in 
front of his opponent to screen him from the ball.. Strack11 
supported the techniques of Luce and Davis and he vlas another 
'[~ . 5Hm;ard A .. Hobsonf. Sci.en:t~fic K?.-.:~ketb~.ll (Ne\·l York: 
PrentJ..ce-Hall, Inc~, 195:;), p. 87 .. 
, '""', 6Donald L. Gideon, "Locate the Shot and Control the 
ffBoards," Scholastic Coach 9 39:2 (October.·, 1969), p., 18 .. 
'?Dr., Philip Ee Allsen~ 11 The Rebound Area, 11 A:t;hlet:i.c 
Q.".9E£2l~~·' XINIII:l (September, 1967), p .. 3LI·o -----
8Dr .. Carl Jo Huberty, "Vlhere the Rebounds ]'all," 
fithl:..f.[~i£_Jou£nal, 51:1 (September~ 1970), p., 54·., 
10
Hobert Mo ~avis, £\.8Y£~1?...~~.L'{.e ~Js£tba,lJ.:. (West Nyack, 
N .. Y .. : Parker Pub1:tshing Co., 9 1969), p .. 71. 
11David H .. Strack, Basketball (R11glewood Cliffs, N .. J .. : 
Prentice--Hall, 1968), p .. 2'EJ::-------·M 
9 
advocate of the "blocking out" technique .. · h""'berly12 tried 
to develop tall, inexperienced players into good rebounderso 
He stressed anticipation of the ball, blocking out and legal 
13 .,4 · lr . 
positioning~ Grunska, Bush~.L and Julian/ advocated the 
block ou·!; technique.. In order to have a w.ider field of 
vision. on the "weak side," Bush16 felt that players should 
concentrate on.both their defensive assignments and the 
flight of the balL. 
Rebounding was strongly considered by Wooden. 17 He 
indicated that more opportunities for possession \<Jill be 
derived from missed shots than by any other means, there~t'ore, 
offensive and defensive rebounding must receive a good deal 
of attention.. He did not use the block out technique.. He 
believed in having h:Ls players merely cut across the o:ppo-
nent's path and then move toward the backboardo 
Samaras18 reiterated Wooden: "Blocking out away 
from the basket is not always necessary;, The first thought 
12stephen Eberly, "CraBh Course for the Inexperienced 
l1ig Man," §.£h91astic Coach, LW:3 (November, 1970), p .. 9,. 
13J-erry G·runska, 11 ]'our Principles of Effective 
Rebounding? 11 §.g_hol_~tL~--Coacll, 28:30 (October, 1958), p., ,30., 
JAB,·lsll, o) ..; 1- p 8 ... ~12.!......2.:.::.:~~.!.. ~ • .. 
l5Alvin JJ' .. Julian, Bread and. Butter Basketball 
(Engle\-Jood. Cliffs, N .. ,J.,: Prent1~ce:.:n-arr;-·:rnc .. ,196o), p .. L~O., 
16 Bush, Ql?.!,._..£tt~., p.. 7., 
17vJood.en, .212.!._2.~~' Po 212 .. 
18R .. T. .. Samaras~ Blitz Basketball (West Nyack, N .. Y.,: 
Parker Publishing Gompal1.'Y;"-:f9~-p:-57 .. 
10 
should be to move into three positions.. ~~hese positions 
are near the basket_ opposite the shot, in front of the 
basket and near the.basket on the side of the shot. The 
r~al blocking is done once these positions are secured." 
In essence, the idea v.ras to have coverage on all sides of' 
the basket. This concept of equal coverage was also con-
sidered for offensive play in a study by Sandlin .. 19 
Cooper20 offered support of Wooden's methods. Jh'ora 
an offensive standpoint, a rebounder should track the ball 
visually, in order to determine whether the shot will be 
·directed a certain way. Defensively, he felt that three 
methocls of rebounding could be used_. These methocls v1ere 
the "crash, 11 block outs and combinationo The crash hacl 
players move directly to se:pa.ra·ce ponitions close t;o the 
basket. ~.'he block out referred to positioning oneself in 
front of the offent;;>i ve man and screenir.tg him avmy from the 
basket.. In the combination style, the defencler would tu:cn 
and go immediately after the ball, once contact had been 
made at the 11 cut off" position .. 
RESEARCH~ RELATED TO 
THE DIHECTION 0]' THE REJ30U.ND 
L:i.ttle was found re1ating to the influence o.f' the 
l9}!'red Sandlin, 11Sboot and He bound. Zone Offense, 11 
§.~hs>2:.~i_c_.Q_o~'.l_~Q, 39:4 (December, 1969), p., 20 .. 
20Jobn M .. Cooper and Daryl Siedentop, ~L'he Theory and 
§_~~Q.~Q2_ o:~_J3q,~!Sf~J2.?-l1 (Philadelphia: Lea & F'e S:rg8i~9"b"9')'; 
p .. '(1 .. 
I 
flight and direction of rebounds. Huberty21 and Eaves22 
felt that the majority of missed shots would rebound to 
the weak side .. 
23 r-'leyer developed a set of rules for rebounding. 
ll 
Rule number three stated, "We al'ltmys want the side opposite 
the shot to be covered by a rebounder." He went further to 
reveal that statistics indicated ninety percent of offensive 
rebounds came off the basket or baekboard on the side oppo-
site the shot. 
]'riend24 advocated no specific pattern of rebound-
ing but advised that at least one player move to the weak 
side of the basket, where most shots rebound. Cousy25 Y.Ias 
in accord with these theories as he emphasized that most 
shots rebound to the side of the basket opposite the si.d.E: 
from vihic.h the shot -was taken.. Noch26 stressed an organized 
game strategy which includes an effort to gain the best 
possible rebounding percentage but did not disclose his 
si;rategy .. 
21
Huberty, g~!_h, P• 95 .. 
~~2J·oel Eaves~ }3asketbal1 1 s Shuffle Offense (Englewood. 
Cliffs~ N .. J· .. : J?rentTce-ffarl,-"1nc:-;-l961SJ-, p:-G:-
23R.ay Neyer, B~~~ls.~&L ae._9._9_<:~ .. 9hecl.-ELI§iL l'i~]lg;£ 
Englewood Cliffs, N .. ~T .. : l~entice-Hall, Inc .. , 1969), p .. 34 .. 
24John li'ri.encl, 11 R.ebounding ABC 1 s. H Scholastic Coach, 
31:3 (November, 1961), pp., 28~ 30~ 47.,' ---~-~--------
2r.: ' 
;:;Bob Cousy and ]'rank G .. Power, Jr .. , Basketball Cone~ 
.?.!.l<l_IJ.1 ~.S!JE:l:i.c;t~:!:~§. (Boston., r11ass.,: Allyn & Bacon-;-1970)-;p .. - 2B9., -
26Geor£re J)- No h "D · J J fo S f J R 1 d · 11 ,_, _ c , rJ.. _s · r uccess u .. te )Oun J.ng, 
I[!~}]lc:1~ig _ _;L~~rnal, XINI:3 (November~ 1963), pp, Lf-2-LJ-3, 55·~57 .. 
12 
Studies have been undertaken to det.ermine if there 
27 is a way to determine the best rebounding position. ·Allsen 
att;ernpted to determine the area on th·e .floor into which the 
greatest percentage of shots rebounded. He observed thirty-
nine games in which 3180 shots were attempted. The data 
indicated that the optimum rebound area \'J'Ould be a fifteen 
to eighteen foot radius .from the basket.. Conclusions drawn 
from the study were: the most popular shot was. the one 
handed jump shot~ shots from the right side of the floor 
rebounded to the middle or right hand $ide, shots from the 
middle of the floor rebounded back tm·mrds the middle or 
right hand side, shots from the left hand side rebounded 
toward the middle or right hand sicle, and if a team could 
control the rebound area with a radius varying between 
fifteen to eighteen feet from the midpoint o.f the endline, 
it v;ould control ninety percent of the rebounds., 
Gideon28 designed a study to determine ·if pertinent 
information could be gathered to aid in devising a zone 
,defense.. In a study of t'lrJenty-five games, at the high 
school level, 968 missed. shots were reco:rded., Ten zones 
were placed on the floor.. It was shown that between fifty 
to sixty percent of the shots taken from one side of the 
floor, landed in the rebound area on the other side of the 
baslwt .. 
2'? Allsen, .2E.!_2it .. ~ pp .. 34·, 97-98o 
28Gideon, .£p .. __ q1:t ... , pp., 18-20 .. 
13 
Bryarrt29 studied clifferent variations of rebounding, 
while observing tvtenty-one varsity high school games. He 
found variations included in the areas on the floor from where 
the shot was taken, the distance of the shot, the hand used and 
whether the shot would return to the shooter. Results indicated 
tha:t rebounds had a near fifty percent chance of returning to 
the shooter, blocking out the shooter is important in the recov-
ery of a rebound and following a shot by the shooter is impor-
tant in recovering a rebound .. 
Huberty3° attempted to substantiate statements by 
basketball coaches as to how the ball bounces off the back-
board following a missed field goal attempt. He suggested. 
that it \'laS important to record the lengths of the attempted 
field goals as well as where the ball landed after it rebounded 
off the rim or backboard., He observeo. twenty--eight games in 
the Big Ten collegiate conference and other schools in the 
southeast United States. The results showed. the ave.rage 
number of "middle 113l rebounds was less than the average num-
ber of both weak and strong side rebounds.. With the length 
of the shot eonsidered, unsuccessful, medium shots caromed 
to the vJeak side more ofteno For long or short shots~ \'leak 
side rebounds -vwre simil.a:c to strong side rebounds.. The 
results from this investigation implied that some general 
---·---·-· ---------
29 J'ames E .. Bryant~ "Percentage He bounding, 11 Athletiq, 
J'~l, XLVIII:LJ· (December, 1967), p .. 21.. 
7.Q 
~ Huberty, .9~i!..' pp .. 54, 9Ll.--97 .. 
31nuberty devised a chart, divided into three equal 
areas.. Sixty degree angles :from the midpoint of the enc11ines 
or baseline, defined the boundarieso 
14 . 
notions regarding rebounding need to be qualified. Huberty 
concluded that positions near the basket on the strong and 
weak sides o.f the floor were equally important when a long 
or short shot was taken, while the weak side position was 
more important when medium shots were taken. The middle 
position was considered to be of least importance .. 
TRENDS 
In analyzing the different skills and techniques 
stressed by individual coahces, there appeared. to be general 
agreement as to ·!:;he mechanics of rebounding. The only sharp 
distinctions arose in regard to blocking out styles as 
opposed to the style of going directly to the area near the 
basket .. 
Some coaches declared that the majority of missed 
sho·ts will rebound to the side of the basket away from the 
shote Various statistics were offered. as to the percentage 
of such shots but there v.ms no unanimous opinion.. Some 
coaches did not indicate percentages and others declined to 
say where the majority of missed shots would go. 
The results of.' the related ~tudies were in agreement 
to the impor-tance of controlling the rebounds, but their 
results tencled to be slightly different .. 'A2 Allsen's:J study 
reflected a tendency for a majority of the rebounds to go 
to the right side of.the floor .. 
7.7 
Gideon.?.? stated that fifty 
32AJ J ... sen~ 
to sixty percent of shots taken, landed on the opposite 
side of the basket._ Huberty34 tended to s"ll.pport Allsen 
.and Gideon.. With the distance o! each shot taken into 
consicleration, long and short shots had an equal chance 
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of going to either the strong or weak side., Bryant35 cori-
clucle•i that at least fifty percent of shots taken would 
rebound back to the shooter .. 
Chapter 3 
l\1ETHODS AND PROCEDUE.ES 
THE SUBJ-ECTS 
Forty-six basketball players from the City of 
Stockton, California, were used as subjects in this study. 
The investigator selected these teams because the majority 
of the players' ages were ~Jithin a six year age span yet 
the ages included some of the most rapid periods of adoles-
cent grm·1th and development. The subjects' ages ranged 
from fifteen to tv.renty-five yearso 
~[lhe high school sophomore team, from a th:c'ee ;year 
high school, had the 1ow·est skill level of the four teams 
selected. Some of the team members had some experience at 
" 
the senior elementary or junior high school level but for 
some of the members of the team, this \vas their fi:cst experi"· 
ence witb. an organized basketball team.. With li:t;tle or no 
preYious experience, their skills v.rere not vmll developed .. 
~~he varsity team at the same high school was alf.m 
made up of p1ayer·s from Btoekton., 1'his team had no player 
over 6 1 ) 11 , but many team members exhibited fine basketball 
skills and had played together as a team for two years .. 
The junior college team resembled the high school 
vars:l..ty team in style of play but obvious differences existed. 
16 
J.'l 
in the skill levels possessed by the players~ The junior 
college basketball pla;yers were generally taller than their 
high school counterparts and all had been "starters" for 
high school varsity teams in the junior college district. 
Hany had received honors while playing in high school .. 
The university team included players from Stockton 
and other areas of California and competed at a high level 
of college basketball playo Most of the team members had 
been an outstanding high school or junior college player and 
each one had developed a strong control of game skills, due 
to much practice and experience. 
I1E:J.lHODS USED ImR RECORDJJ{G 
SHCY.rS AND REBOUNDS 
A chart waB devised in ord.c-;r to record. the missed 
shots takc:m and thei:c rebound tendencieso The preparc.•.tion 
of the chart \vas influenced by Julian, 1 Mc.Guire, 2 All sen, 3 
and Huberty .. 4 
Figure 1 :Lllustrates a division of the basketball 
key and half-eourt a.rea :i..:n.to equ.al quarters.. This was 
1Alvin F., Ju1:i.an~ Bread and Butter Basketball 
(E'nglewoocl Cliffs, N., J." : -T'i:Ontice~~HE.lT·~--Iii(;-:~·~--rg-6o'J ~ p $ 43., 
2J!'rank McGuire~ Def..~p~:;:~ V~) )3_af!l~tb_g.l,1. (I!~nglewood Cliffs~ 
No J .. : Pl?entico-Hall~ Inc .. , 1959), pp .. 53-54 .. 
:z. 
):0 P'lA •. , . J" AJ ·1 1"nh R b d A 11 Atl J t . · r.. .J.J.J •. .LJ..p ~ ...... sen, .1.. e : e oun .. rca, ~· .2:.::~-l-.£. 
l.<2."!::!:.~2l._a1, XLVIII:l (September~ 196?), p .. 3'+ .. 
4:or .. Carl J o Huberty, "Where the Hebounds ]'all, 11 







Fig .. 1 .. ~I:b.e Rebound Area Chart 
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based parcly on Allsen' s5 study but a.lso because the baseline 
or endline is . a 180 degree angle and equal quarters \vould be 
equal to sections of forty-five ·degrees. Thi.s.allowed for 
the mid~·line to be placed at a ninety d.egree angle. ],or 
statistical. purposes, the areas were labeled as shown in 
the illustration.. The mid-line was labeled. "0" v1ith the 
area to the i'ar right ·labeled #1.. The area ·to the right of 
the mid-line was labeled. iY-2 while the first area to the left 
of the mid-·line \vas labeled #3. The area to the far: left was 
labeled tf4• 
In devising this chart;, the distance from the basket 
where tho shot v1as talr.en. was a factor. Shots taken within 
an area of a five foot radius from the midpoint on the end-
line were :r10t eonsid.ered.. Nany of the shots in this ai:ea 
were very difficult to record accurately due to the close-
ness o:f. tb.e competing players. r1any of the shots taken in 
this area. \vere of an unorthodox nature and they \vere not the 
type of sb.ot desired. for the study .. ·. Shots taken outside an 
area of a bventy-.five .foot :radius from the mid-point on the 
endline "~:m:ce also not con,sidered as that distance was viewed 
. 6 
as too far:· :fox· nox·ma1 shoot·ing.,. The area bGt\veen these two 
limits. formed <J.n <l:r:ea in which most re bour:tds fe11 .. 
1
7 
J!'igure 2 illustrates a vvork sheet; used du:r.:L:ng an 
4 
1:;1' 2 
.P. J.g. 0 
3 





F..xe.mple of a Work Sheet used 


































actual game. This chart lf.ras selected because standard charts 
similar in design vvere used almost universally by teams as a 
means of gathering game information concerning shooting per-
centages, shooting tendencies, offensive patterns, and defen-
sive strategies. This prominent use upheld the validity ·of 
the chart. It was designed to include information concerning 
the play of the teams.. Both halves of the game were recorded· 
on one sheet. An area was provided to collec-t; and summarize 
data, where the shots were taken, and where the rebounds 
landed. The data were accumulated from observations of six~y 
basketball games. Consequently~ reliability was not accurately 
measured.. Within this study, it \vas almost impossible for t\vO 
games to be identically duplicated., 
A system for recording all shots and rebounds for 
each game vms created.. Successful sho-ts were not recOJ:.'ded., 
The location on the basketball floor from where a shot was 
attempted was marked in black ink with a number. The same 
number used for the shot was marked in red ink, on the chart., 
where the rebound v.ms directed.. A rebound was considered to 
have landed where any player first touched the balJ.. 
The system used for numbering the shots and corre--
sponding rebounds was a progressive type, with the first shot 
of the game being labeled number one~ thus, shot nurn.ber 
twenty-five was marked tvJenty-~fi ve on the chart .. 
Sho-t;s were recorded for the entire game, J?ollo\ving 
each game, forty-.. five degree angle lines were d.rs.'irrn onto "the 
work sheet.. The statistics were then reviewed and compiled 
as shown in Figure~ 2o 
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~ticians 
Three statisticians were involved in the.recording 
of data for the study. Although the procedure for record-
ing the shots and their rebounds was rather simple, the 
statisticians were trained as to exactly '"hat was to be 
recorded and how it vlas to be recorded. In this manner, 
consistency in recording data was maintained. 
The statisticians included a high school student, 
a college senior, and the investigator. The high school 
student was assigned to observe all games played by both 
high school teams. The investigator observed. all junior 
college and. university games v1hile the college senior was 
used as a substitute, who recorded the data only when one 
of the o-ther two statisticians was unable ·to attend a cer-
tain game.. The number o:f statisticians was kept small so 
that their individual interpretation of the data i'lOUld not 
be a great .factor.. In order to derive the objectivity of 
the statisticians, a correlation of results of the investi-· 
gator and the statistician of the same game was calculated., 
An r 8of .. 93'+ was attained .for. the shots while ail r of .,949 
resulted for the rebounds. 
Shots Recorded _______ ... ___ ........... 
As stated earlier~ only jump shots and set shoi;s, 
with the shooter facing the basket, were recorded... These 
8~rhe statistical symbo1 :for the r=)earson product-
moment coefficient of correlation .. 
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shots vvere chosen because seven out of every ten shots taken, 
in modern basketball~ are jump shots.9 The set shot closely 
resembles the .. jump shot and \vas, therefore, included. Only 
shots trucen by right~ha.nded players were recorded. 
Certain factors were considered by the statisticians. 
They were not to rec,ord any 11hook" shots or any unorthodox 
shot close to the basket. This would include "scoop" shots, 
underhanded shots, twisting 11turn around" shots, or any 
11 layups. 11 These shots involved different spin, release, and 
trajectoryo The shooter did not necessarily have to face the 
basket and the skill techniques for these shots differed from 
the jump and set shot;s. For a shot to be recorded, it had to 
hit the rim or the rim and then the backboard.. Shots that 
did not hit either the rim or the r:i.m and backboard were not 
considered to be rebounds and v.rere not included. Lastly, 
any shot where a player was fouled in ·t;he act of shooting 
v1as not recorded .. · 
Statistics were taken only during the respective tee.ms 
league games, with the exception of t\·J'O games played by the 
high school varsity team in a post-season tournament.. 1'he 
league games were in a double round-robin style.. Each team 
in a given league played every other team in the league twice .. 
9statement by Stan Morrison, personal int;erv:Lew, 
April 12, 1972 .. 
ANALYSIS OF DA'l1A 
~~he data were analyzed to determine if a relationship 
existed bet\veen the area from which a shot was taken and the 
rebound direction.. The frequencies o.f missed shots originat-
ing .from certain shooting areas and their corresponding rebound 
areas \vere measured .. 
The data wer·e arranged in five separate categories., 
The categories considered were: 
l. High school sophomore players, 
2c. High school varsity players, 
3. Junior college players, 
4.. Uni versi·t;y players, 
5. All players c~ombined . ., 
~f.lhe datu weJ:·e a:rx-ao.ged. in u <1eBigr.~. simil<:J.r to the chart shown 
in l~igure 3 .. 
The data were tested for ·significanee through t;he chi 
square statistical techni.que .. 10 A significant chi squa.r·e 
indicated that shot-rebm;md tend.encies in this study differed 
signi.fica.nt1;y from expect eel shot-··:eebouncl tendencies.. A.1l 
values ~1/'ere teste{J. for s:Lgnif'icance at the .. 05 level o.f. sJ.g ... 
ni.ficance, with nine degrees of freedom.. A cbi square g:coater 
than 16 .. 92 indice.ted sign:Lfic<?.nce <:!.t the .. 05 level of ::dgn:i.fi-
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Fig .. 3.. Basic chart design for presenting 
raw Cl.ata<> chi square results, and 
percentage frequencieso 
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was rejected at the .05 level. 
Subsequent analysis of the data attemp-ted to assess 
the probabili-t;y of each shot rebounding in a certain direc-
tion.. This v-ms d.one through a simple percentage comparison .. 
The total number of rebounds .falling into each area v1as cal-
culated and an appropriate percentage of the total shots was 
also calculated. By u·!ii.J.izing these percentages, it was 
determined where shots from each section f'ell the greatest 
number of times, as \vell as the second., third, and fourth 
greatest number of times. 
In addition, the percentages of rebounds going to 
the mid.dle areas were compared to those that fell to their 
adjacent side areas.. The single highest percentage area and 
the lowest .single percentage area. vmre d.etermined" 







the observed :frequency 
the expected frequency 
the sum of the observed frequency 
minus the expected f:t?equency 
squared. and divided by- the expected 
frequencyo 
' 
The expected frequene;y was determined. by the follow-· 
ing form.. An example would. be to find the expected frequency 
in the X marked box .. 
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(total from shot area 3) x (-t;otal from rebound) 
E = area 2 ___ ..... ___ ·--~--·--
T (total of all shots taken) 
.REBOUND ARF~ 
total 
s 1 H 
0 .2 
T 
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A total of 1506 missed shots were recorded for the 
study.. The high school sophomore team and varsity team, 
tb.e junior college' and university teams accounted for 436, 
532, 322, and 216 missed shots respectively. 
Tables I through V indicate the results of the chi 
square calculations and the percentage comparisons between 
shot areas and rebound a:ceas.. For all teams individually 
and combined, the results of the chi square proved to be 
significant for all g:roups Hith the exception of the un:i.-· 
versity team. With a score oJ: 16.92 needed at the ~05 level 
of significance, the uni \rersity team achieved. a score of 
llo01.. Significance was attained for the high school sopho-
more team Hith a score of 35 .. 66~ the high sehool varsity 
team with a score of 25 .. 73, and. the junior college team "~ilith 
a sco:r.•e of 3~'5 .. 02.. The chi square calculation for all p1ayerE3 
revealed a seore of 75 .. 37.. Cehe aignificant rerm1ts meant 
that the direction of the rebound was related. to the posi-
tion on the :floor from which the shot ·was taken .. 
For the high school sophomore toam, a comparison of' 
the percentages of rebounds from each sb.ot area revealed. 
certain tc.md.encies.. Shots ta1cen and m:issod f:r·om area one 
and four tended to rebound either across the basket to the 
28 
other side or to the middle two are,as rather than rebound. 
directly back to the area from which the shot was taken. 
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(see Table I) However, a large percent;age of missed shots 
taken from areas tv10 and three tended to rebound back to 
these areas (65.0896).. The chances of a missed shot coming 
directly back to the area. from which the shot was taken 
were the highest in areas two and three (30 .. 1 and 30.9'?96) .. 
The highest single area for rebounds was from shots taken 
from area four. Almost 1+3 percent of the missed shots taken 
here were directed. to area one .. 
The rebound tendencies of the high school varsity 
team resembJ.ed the sophomore group in many ways, but there 
were also a few noticeable differences., 1:>1issed shots from 
area fo1,1r caromed to area one the grea.tef-Jt percerrtiage (32.99~); 
hO\·mver, area one had most of its missed shots reboun<l almost 
equally to both areas one (2?" 556) and two (29.-LJ-~>;),. Areas tvlO . 
and three had a large proportion of missed shots return to the 
middle areas (60., 9 and 63 .. 896) but there was a slight trend .for 
missed .shots from the right side of the floor to go to the left 
side and missed shots from the le:ft side of the floor to go to 
the right side. 'l1he chances of a missecL shot coming d.:Lr.ectl3r 
back 'to the area from which the shot \vas taken were the highest 
in area three (31 .. 996), but the highest single area. for rebounds 
wan from shots taken in area two, where almost 36 percent of 
the missed shots landed in area three (seH Table II) .. 
The junior college team b.ad results that diffQred 


















TABlJE I., Results of the chi square and percentage 
comparisons between shot areas and rebound , 
areas, for the high school sophomore team. 
REBOUND AREA 
1 2 3 4 
f __ 3·4~r:_ __ ,_ .1~- 1.695 9 .. 991 
.?57 .. 018 2 .. 590 1.238 
--1-----
.262 ,703 .722 2.228 
' -·-·-10-------·- -·---
_________ , 
.,6~:=:_· _j 9.316 1 .. 989 .. 952 
----~---·---· ·'---~---~-
12,.?L~3 2.85l~ 5 .. 959 14.101 
X2= 35o657 
R1~BOUN.D AHRI\. 
_,_:.~·-·-----·----__?: ______________ _2_ __ ., __ ~·-·--··-----~t----·1-
~
---····-· .. ··.-·-·"---"."'-----.... --·---·-···-· ---··--·--····---·--c·------·--·-·-----
20 3lo2 20.,8 28 
----- .. _____ . ._... ·--... -·-···------
22~58 30el 35~5 11.,8 
33 .. 62 30 .. 97 10 .. 6 
42.,85 21 .. 9 
·--'-------···--------------.. -----------· 
26 .. 83 
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TABitE II. Hesults of the chi square and percentage 
comparisons between shot areas and rebound. 


















1 2 3 4 
L~o~_, 
r-- -- -
.03 .,90 1.23 
1-· -·-
2.32 .01 2.63 ~ - .oo 
.,38 1 .. 96 1.08 ---} t----··- c---·-- ., .. _ ... ______ !'_.. 
c..,__ 1 .. o~ ___ j L~~---1-..-- 4.43 
4.1'-1-
5 .. 02 7.30 6.00 7.LJ.1 
REBOUND AREA 
___ f:. _____________ g __________ . _ _3_, ____ ._________ !±_ __ 
·--... -·--~-·- ------~ -------·------
22 .. 5 20.,6 






















TABI~E III~ Resul-t; s · of the chi square and percentage 
comparisons bet\'leen shot areas and rebound 
areas, for the junior college team~ 
REBOUND AREA 
J 2 ') -· 4 -· . 
• 01 .oo 4.10 1.28 
l.l.J4 5.87 .06 .. 24 
-77 1.36 12 .. 69 .41 
-· -
"J 1.95 .. 73 2 .. 07 e04 __ ._ 4.17 18.92 1.97 
2 
X = 33.02 
RE.:BOUND AHF..A 
-------+-----1---- ---+·-~-'---·-
·24 .. 1 25.9 
-·---------1------·---------- --~-----~---
26./l 37, 3 _)., 
A 4-
----,--·· -·--·----------]· -------
40.9 10~9 10o9 37.3 
---···-----~··-· .... ______________________ ·-·--·-------~-
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Sho-ts,. taken and missed from a:,:oeas one and four tended to 
rebound across the basket to the other side the greatest 
percentage ( Lf-5. 7 and 40. 9%) while t~hey came directly back 
to the area of the shot the second greatest percentage of 
times (34.1 and 37.3%). From areas t\vO and three, missed 
shots caromed most often into area four (3L~.5 and 33.3%). 
In. areas tvw and three, the second greatest number of shots 
had their rebounds come directly back to the area from 
which the shot was taken (25.9 and 31 .. 7%). From all four 
areas, the majority of the rebounds landed in areas one 
and four, 69.15 percent of the time. The chances of a 
missed shot coming directly back to the area from which 
the shot was taken were the highest in area four (37 .. 396)., 
The highest single area for rebounds was from missed shots 
'liaken from area one where 46 percent of the rebounds lamled 
in arGa four .. 
0}he university team's results resembled the junior 
college results in some aspects.. ~ti.ssed shots taken from 
areas one and four had very large percentages of rebounds 
carom into these ~dde a:c-eas (74.3 and 76 .. 5%)., r,1issect shots 
from areas one and four traveled across the basket: t;o the 
opposite side the greate.st percentage of times (/!·0 .. ,5 and 
38 .. 376) and they reboundecl directly back to the r;hooting 
area the second greatest percentage (33 .. 8 and 38 .. 2~'6).. lVliGsed 
shots taken from area two ·tended, slightly, to go to area~:; 
one and fotl.r (:5296) more often than to areas tvvo and three .. 
Bhot;s taken and missed :f:r:om area three also rebounded to the 
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sides more often (63o9%) than t;o the middle areas. From 
all four areas, the majority of the rebounds again landed 
in areas one (34.7%) or .four (36c196). The chances o.f a 
missed shot coming directly back to the area from \'lhich the 
shot was taken were highest in area four (38.296). The 
highest single area for rebounds was from missed shots taken 
fl.'Om area one where 40.5 percent of the rebounds landed in 
area four. 
The combined r·esults for all players revealed a 
distinctly difi'erent pattern from the other. individual teams 
(see Table V). l~~issed shots taken from areas one and four 
rebounded directly across the rim to the opposite sicte the 
greatest percentage of times (31.2 and 38 .. 1%); however, they 
rebou.nded. directly back to the shooting area the second 
greatest percentage of times (2? .. 8 ancl. 28.Jl-96). From areas 
two and three, missed. shots tended to rebound back to these 
micldle areas (5? .. 1 and 56.8?6) more often than to areas one 
and four (LI-2.9 and 11.3 .. 256).. Ni.ssed shots taken from area 
three had. the greatest chance of returning to the shooter 
(30 .. 5~6).. The highest Hingle area for rebounds was from 
missed shots taken ±'rom a.rea four.,· From this area, 38 per-· 
cent of the rebm.mds J.andec1 in area one .. 
The tendencies shown in ·this combined category indi"~ 
cated tb.at miBsed shots f:r-om t:b.e side areas, one and. four, 
caromed. to these sid.(:: areas more often (59 and 66 .. 55'6) than. 
to the middle areas (LJ.J. ancl 33 .. 5?6) and missed shots attempt;ed 





TAB:!:£ IV. Results of the chi square and percentage 
comparisons bet\veen shot areas and rebound 
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1.14 3.24 4.99 1.64 
2 11 .. 01 X = 
REBOUND AH.:E:A 
r====-:::1::::. =-===::...-;::::===--=-·2..---..:.===--~---?L._. --_-----------=::::::.:~~:::::::::::::::. 
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36 .. 1 
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TABIJ~ V. Results of the chi square and percentage 
comparisons·between shot areas and rebound 
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21.6 ______ ,..,~ 
25 .. 9 
REBOUND AREA 
2 3 4 
- - -
.16 4.71 5.,62 
-
1.86 7.57 1 .. 87 l 
--
2.98 7.53 8.88 
-
8.58 5.23 1 .. 51 
13.58 25o04 17 .. 88 
2 
X = 75o37 
REBOUND AREA 
2 .3 -- L~ ·------·-
22 .. 7 18 .. 3 31..2 
25 .. 8 31..3 21 .. 3 __ ,.....,... ..... ________ 
.._..._ ........... & ___ _.._,.,...~,.,-
26 .. 3 30.5 17.3 
R -------·----f--·-----·~· ·- ----·---·~ --·---·-·---· 
E 
A L~ 38 .. 1 18 .. 1 
----·-·-· ------ ------ ·--·---
21 .. 9 23 .. 2 
middle areas more frequently (57.1 and 56.8%) then to the 
side areas (42.9 and 43.2%). 
DISCUSSION 
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The two high school teams, although similar to each 
other in sho·t; and rebound tendencies, differed greatly from 
the junior college and univ-ersity tearus. Reasons for these 
similarities and differences may be found by analyzing such 
factors, as types of offenses, styles of play and the size 
and qualit;y- of the players. 
The high school sophomore and varsity teams both 
used a very similar offens:L v·e system, This system tended 
to prodw~e shots from certain spots on the floor. Both 
teams also faGec1. zone defenses but the sophomore ·!;earn was 
conf.ronted. v1ith them more often than the varsity team., It 
was the opinion of the invesi:;iGatm.:- that the varsity team 
had the more talented players of the two teams but both 
teams had similar styles of play., The offensive patterns . -
of t;hene two teams v1ere related ancl both teams attempted to 
pl.ey the:Lr games at a. fast tempo._ It is possible that the 
.s:Lmi1a:city in styles of play of these two teams influenc..:)d. 
the :t~es;).lting shot and rebound patterns .. 
~Phe junior college team had. pJ.a;yers with gres.t:or 
Bize and. they were more highly skilled. than eit-;her of the 
two high school groups., 1J:he ju.n.ior college team in this 
f'ltudy played a style of game that b.ad. its own unique 
eharacterist:Lc::>.. :ehe tewn utili:z;ecl. a. full court press and 
moved the ball down the floor at a very rapid pace~ Their 
objective \'.ras to get the ball into shooting position faster 
than the opposition could organize its defense. As for the 
offensive aspect, the junior college players were more experi-
enced shooters than the high school players but by the nature 
of their 11running 11 game many shots resulted from the fast 
break and from offensive rebounds of these s-hots. Many of 
these attempts were hurried and players shot slightly off 
balance or they "drifted" upon release of the ball.. If the 
junior college team was forced to slo~v the tempo of the game 
do\vn, they had a simple offense, designed to get a "good" 
shot at the first possible chance. The t;ype of offense used 
\'Jas completely different from the one used by the higb. school 
teams .. 
The university team had players \vho possessed excel-
lent basketball skills. ThE.~ team had tall, agile players 
\'lho were the most skilled group in the st·ndy.. The type of 
game the;y· played was one in which mainly 11high percentage" 
shots were talwn. These shots were created fx·om the proper 
execution of offensive plays.. Often., if a shot did not 
result from a pattern, the players ·would return to ·their 
original. starting positions and run another play., ':P.he shots 
attempted. by these players were almost always take:r.1 with 
good form.. l?layer·s were on balance and used prope:c· touch 
an.cl rel.ea~-'>e techniqrw.. Because these players were older 
and had played more years, they had also practiced their 
sb.ooti.ng more:~.. It would seem possible that because of this, 
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they wou.ld have also been better shooters than those of the 
other groups. With the highly skilled players, ·che set 
offensive patterns and the shooting of "high percentage" 
shots from these patterns, it is the opinion of the inves-
tigator that these reasons made the university results 
differ from the other teams in the study. The high degree 
of specialization influenced or controlled the results. 
The study has presented different results for each 
age group.. ~~hese results have been attributed. to distinct 
characteristics of each team such as ability of the players, 
size of the players, type of offense, style of play, and 
shooting technique. Due to these factors, an assessment of 
the total shots taken gave the best descrip·cion of' the direc-
tion rebounds travel. The write.r is a·ware Jchat inferences 
from combined data are limited by the fact that. such data arc 
merely composits of independent group data and are not neces-
sarily representative of any specific group .. 
·Within the limitations of this study, it seems rea-· 
sonable to conclude ·that there is a relationship between the 
position on the basketball floor where the shot was ·taken and 
the direction or flight the rebound will travel.. ~rhis reJ.ation---
ship was c1iscussec1 in terms of areas rather than single shoot---
ing positionso The relationship establir:5hed indicated that 
shots taken from the sic1e court areas had. a slight.ly greate:c 
tend.ency to rebound to side areas \vhile sl1ots taken from. the 




The s·t;udy was planned to determine whether the 
position on t;he basketball floor where a shC>t 'ltlas attempted, 
had a relationship on the direction of a corresponding 
rebound., 
Subjects for this present study were members of 
four different basketball teams., The selection of the teams 
was based on age and skill levels. Each team represented a 
differen·t; level. The most unskilled level vJas represented 
by a high school sophomore team. The next three higher. 
skilled levels vJere represented by a high school varsity 
team, a junior college team, and a university team. 
In. an attempt to limit; outside factors, all games 
used in collecting data, with the exception of tHo high 
school varsity games? were league games.. By selecting 
league games? influences such as familiarity of opponents, 
variations in officiating the use of a standardized basket--
ball and knowledge of different gymnasiums or arenas were 
relatively eonsistent. The exact type o:f shot to be recorded 
1:1as clet ermined. to be a set shot or a jump shot , w:i:t;h the 
shooter faeing the basket., The set shot and the jump shot 
were both simj.lar and they were the most popula.r shots used 
by all players., The length of· shots taken was also noticed .. 
Shots taken. within .five feet of the bask:et or fm.:-thGr than 
tv'lenty-f'i-ve feet from the basket; 'ltrere not recorded.. 11Hook 11 
s~ots, 11 la;yups, 11 or any other 11 unorthodox 11 shots were not 
recorded., 
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For the recording of the data, statisticians \'lere 
trained as to what kind of shot was to be recorded and how 
these shots \vere to be marked. Standard \vork sheets 'tvere 
devised for the desired information., Shot areas \vere marked 
with black ink v.rhile rebound areas were marked ·with red ink. 
Each missed shot was given an identification number. The 
corresponding rebound was given the same number. The results 
were always tabulated by the investigator$ 
A review of the related literature was completed. 
Studies and opinions of professional coaches and associates 
were presented. 
After the data were collected, they were summarized. 
and then measured £or significance at the .05 level of sig-
nificance~ This VJas done by the chi sque.re statj.stical 
technique.. Data for the university team did not reach sig-· 
nificance., The results for all othe~· categories proved to 
be significant;. Therefo:z."e, the null hypothesis 1J·la.s x·ejected 
at the .05 level for all groups with the exception of the 
uni·..rersity team., In addition, the data for all gr·oups were 
computed. for percentage relationships between shooting areas 
and rebound areas.. These percentages were used to compa:ce 
the sicle areas and the middJ.e areas vJhere certain tendencies 
were noticed. .. 
SUGGESTIONS J!'OR :8'URTHiill RESEARCH 
Using the same basic pl.an of investigation, further 
stn.di.es along similar routes should be taken.. A. similar 
Lt·2 
study using more teams may· reveal more accurate data. A 
problem seen immediately would be the recruitment of' more 
competent statisticians. Since additional observers would 
be needed, factors of individual judgment might bias the 
recording of data. 
A parallel study involving professional basketball 
would be interesting.. Since the highly skilled university 
team's results did not reach significance, how ~,Jould the 
professional team's results compare? A study of this t;ype 
\tJOuld include the most highly skilled players. 
Right-handed versus left-handed shooting might also 
be considerede Although a great majority of the population 
is right-handed, there is a minority of left-handed people, 
\IJhich includ.es basketball players. Could_ the fact of being 
left-handed influence the spin of a shot? In Bryant•s1 
study, which was revievJed in chapter t\vO, it was stated that 
the ball will rebound a1.:1ay from a right-handed shooter L~8 
percent of the time I'Jhile a left-handed shooter had the ball 
rebound. away from him 58 percent of the timeo Vlith Bryant's 
study taken into consideration~ left-handed players might 
well influence rebounding tendencies of missed shots .. 
A study of a similar nature but one employing a 
different type of shot, could be conducted.. 11Hook 11 shots 
or 11 layu.ps 11 could be observed.. Difficulties herf"" ma3r include 
tb.G fact that not many players use "hook" shots.. Also, due 
\rames E .. Bryant, "Percentage Rebou.rJding," A."t.P.let=1.£ 
~.2.~~E_~a~.' XINIII:4 (December, 1967), p. 21 .. 
~'-
to the closeness to the basket in which a "layup 11 is ·!;aken, 
it \'lOuld be extremely difficult to chart this shot and rebmmd 
accurately. 
It was the intent of the investigator to provide dat·a 
\l!hich would display a relationship between the missed shot 
and its rebound. With the data present eo. in the study, it 
was hoped that the information could be used as a logical 
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TABLE VI. Shot; and rebound resuits for the 
high school sophomore team. 
REBOUND AREA 
1 2 4 - - -
25 39 26 35 
f--·-----1--· 
' 
21 28 33 11 
f-· -.. ···----
28 38 35 12 
.. 1--- ··-1--
45 23 23 11-J. 
:.... ____________ :.._ __ . ___ ~._ ____ . ____ 
--·----·---' 
















TABLE VII. Shot and rebound results for the 
high school varsity team. 
REBOUND AREA 
1 2 '3 4 
-
44 47 36 33 







29 39 39 15 122 
··-. 
52 27 36 43 158 
________ .._ ____ --











TABLE VIII. Shot and rebound results for 
.the junior college team. 
REBOUND AREA 
1 2 
32 13 6 
14 15 9 
1---------·--·--f-· 
16 5 19 
45 12 12 


















TABLE IX. Shot and rebound results for 
the university team. 
REBOUND AREA 
1 2 - 3 
25 4 15 
-
6 3 9 
- ---
13 5 8 
r-----






















TABLE X. Shot and rebound results :for 
all players combined. 
REBOUND AREA 
1 .. 3 
126 103 83 
-
58 69 84 
····-·---·---- ·--
86 87 101 
1--















The following pages are actual 11'/0rk sheets used by 
the statisticians while observing the assigned basketball 
games. These figures include a high school sophomore game, 
a high school varsity game, a junior college game, and a 
university game. 
Again, as an aid to the reader, all missed shots 
were marked in black ink v1hile all rebounds were marked in 
red ink. 
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